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Security and privacy are critical aspects for the acceptance of emerging new complex technologies in the public sector, particularly the protection of personal health data is of utmost importance.

In this talk four scenarios are presented where operational models for security and dependability with relevance for application in electronic health systems have been developed and analysed.

These scenarios comprise,

1. a workflow and organisation based access control model for the management of medical records in hospitals,
2. an architecture with protocols for provisioning and enforcement of security policies,
3. model based test case generation for the German electronic Health Card (eHC), Health Professional Card (HPC) and Security Module Card (SMC) and their interplay,
4. a security analysis of the German Health Card infrastructure and services in particular the management services for the insurance master data.

Key priority in (1) is the inherent ambivalence between Privacy and Need to Know requirements for the processing of medical records. A compact visualisation of aspects of such a system's behaviour and examples of properties that can be verified are given.

Scenario (2) is concerned with policy provisioning and enforcement. In a typical policy controlled system, a set of policy rules, posing restrictions on the system’s behaviour, is used to enforce the required security objectives. Integration of policy validation into a policy based architecture was the main goal here.

Main topic in (3) is the compliance of an implementation with the specification. The implementation on the smartcards is measured for compliance to the specification via a suite of test case sequences that are generated from the model.

In (4) the specification of the security requirements and the specification of the security mechanisms was analysed. The use case oriented specification was transferred to an asynchronous model (using APA). In order to prove that the model correctly represents the specification in such complex systems it is very
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useful to derive compact representations of component behaviour from global behaviour by computation of adequate property preserving abstractions.

In the finite state model of scenario (4) the modelling of timers, counters and logging mechanisms was critical for the scalability of the model and the properties that can be verified. Modelling problems approached during the course of action and open problems will be presented.

The operational finite state models of the scenarios above are based on *Asynchronous Product Automata (APA)*, a flexible operational specification concept for cooperating systems. An APA consists of a family of so called *elementary automata* communicating by common components of their state (shared memory). A short coverage of the applied modelling and verification concepts and tools and of (technical) challenges is also provided.
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